
Railex Projects Offers The
M ost Notable Solution

Enhancing the interior environment and atmosphere of a GP Practice for
the staff is perhaps not the first benefit of a new filing and storage

system that comes to mind, but this is certainly one
of the key features of the Rollastore system from
Railex Projects for patients notes recently installed
at the Clanricarde Medical Centre in Tunbridge
Wells, Kent w here the modern interior includes an
elegant mural of the previous old and cramped
original building on a wall in the waiting area.

The Practice Manager Lynva Adams-Dean is a very
experienced health care professional with 20 years
experience in Hospitals and GP Surgeries and she
is full of praise for the multiple benefits of this
positive investment. “ The staff love it”  says Lynva
“  it is a vast   improvement on our previous
mixture of fixed shelves which were difficult and
challenging for inserting or removing files and
boxes arranged as best as possible on the floor.
Nothing was ever mislaid or damaged but we
needed to move ahead in every sense.The clever
Railex Projects mobile configuration allows scope
for expansion which is just as well,  as we had to
quickly absorb 2000 patients from a traditional
single – handed GP doctor practice, and with a
new housing complex being built on the old
hospital site next door, we need to be prepared to
expand. We assessed four companies for our
storage solution and the attention and expertise
from the team at Railex Projects was outstanding.
The installation took only one day which amazed
me. I can now combine features of confidentiality
with much less space taken,  easy access and
lockable closure. The units are so easy to glide
along and notably what I hadn’t considered was
the increased light and clean, modern visual
aspect which greatly improves the working

conditions. We are very proud of our acquisition which also tangibly
meets the needs of the CQC” .

Technically talking so as to explain the layout conceived by Railex
Projects, it consists of  14 bays of lockable and static Rollastore
Shelving. All bays are back sheeted and are 2144mm high x
1200mm wide and 400mm deep. Half of the bays – the inner run -
have 7 levels of duo-shelves plus a very thoughtful pull out shelf at
comfortable height for staff looking at contents. The remaining outer
bays have 8 levels of Duo-Shelves. All exposed ends/backs have steel
decorative panels plus handy magnetic reference pads on the facing
sides. This all amounts to a total of 840 Railex Projects Medifile
Trays. The total impressive filing capacity is 320 linear metres.
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